
WORLD COMMUNITY FILM FESTIVAL
Saturday, March 17 at Connaught Youth Centre

Hosted by: The Land Conservancy and Carney Hill 
Neighbourhood Centre
67 min. 2008 Media Education Foundation
Consuming Kids throws desperately needed light on the practices of a relentless 
multi-billion dollar marketing machine that now sells kids and their parents 
everything from junk food and violent video games to bogus educational 
products and the family car. Drawing on the insights of health care professionals, 
children's advocates, and industry insiders, the film focuses on the explosive 
growth of child marketing in the wake of deregulation, showing how marketers 
have used the latest advances in psychology, anthropology, and neuroscience to 
transform children into one of the most powerful and profitable consumer 
demographics in the world. Consuming Kids pushes back against the wholesale 
commercialization of childhood, raising urgent questions about the ethics of 
children's marketing and its impact on the health and well-being of our children.

Hosted by: The Land Conservancy, Prince George Naturalists 
and Prince George Young Naturalists Club 
53 min   2012
One generation from now most people in the North will have spent more time in 
the virtual world than in nature. New media technologies have improved our lives 
in countless ways. But what are we missing when we are behind screens? 
This emotionally moving and humorous film follows six teenagers who spend five 
to fifteen hours a day behind screens. Play Again takes them on their first 
wilderness adventure - no electricity, no cell phone coverage, no virtual reality. 
Through the voices of children and leading experts Play Again investigates the 
consequences of a childhood removed from nature and encourages action for a 
sustainable future. Best of Fest, Colorado Environmental Film Festival; 
Audience Award, Portland Oregon Women's Film Festival 

Hosted by: The Federation of BC Writers
100 min.  2011 Directors: Greg 
Jacobs & Jon Siskel
Louder Than a Bomb is a film about passion, competition, teamwork, and 
trust. It is also about poetry. Every year, more than six hundred teenagers 
from over sixty Chicago area schools gather for the world's largest youth 
poetry slam, a competition known as "Louder Than a Bomb". Rather than 
emphasize individual poets and performances, the structure of  “Louder 
Than a Bomb” demands that kids work collaboratively with their peers; 
presenting, critiquing, and rewriting their pieces. To succeed, teams have 
to create an environment of mutual trust and support. For many kids, 
being a part of such an environment in an academic context is life-
changing.

Louder Than a Bomb chronicles the stories of four teams as they prepare for and compete in the event. By turns hopeful and 
heartbreaking, the film captures the tempestuous lives of these unforgettable kids, exploring the ways writing shapes their world.  This is 
language as joyful release by irrepressibly talented teenagers obsessed with making words dance. The community they create along the 
way is the story at the heart of this inspiring film. Numerous Audience Choice Awards including: Palm Springs Int'l Film Festival, 
Philadelphia Film Festival; Best Documentary, Austin Film Festival

www.louderthanabombfilm.com

2:00 p.m. Consuming Kids:The Commercialization of Childhood

7 p.m.  Play Again 

8:05 p.m.  Louder Than a Bomb

$5 Day Pass (all three films)  Available at the door & Books & Company
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